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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group generated by its involutions. A subset D is said 
to be 2-powerful in G provided D contains some involutions, and every 
involution in G commutes with some involution from D; for instance, 
let D meet nontrivially the center of every Sa-subgroup of G. 
In this paper, we consider the case where D = {a, b 1 un = b2 = (c~b)~ = 1) 
is a dihedral subgroup of G of order 2n, n odd. This presentation for D 
will be maintained throughout the paper. 
Our first theorem describes an aspect of the local structure of G. 
THEOREM 3. Let L be an involution generated subgroup of G such that: 
D CL C G, L normalizes and is represented faithfully on V, where V is an 
elementary abelian 2-subgroup of G. Furthermore, suppose that C,(ai) is trivial 
for all i +k 0 (mod n). Then, there exists a positive integer m such that (i) 
n = 2” + 1, / V 1 = 22nt, (ii) there exists a jield F contained in End(V) 
such that F z GF(2”), and L C SL( V, F), and (iii) V _C O,(G). 
For the special values n = 3, 5 we obtain the following results. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let n = 3. Suppose D + G. Then, there exists Ha subgroup 
of G such that D _C H, H g Sym(4), and O,(H) C O,(G). 
THEOREM 4.6. Let n = 5. Suppose D + G, and O,(G) is trivial. Then, 
there exists a normal subgroup H of G such that D C H, and H g Alt(5). 
The method we use consists of the following steps. First, we construct 
or assume the existence of a “small” subgroup H of G, which contains 
various conjugates of D. Next, we determine the minimal subgroups K 
of H satisfying the condition that K n D” contains an involution for every 
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x E H. We call these subgroups minimal D-relatives in H. In the third step, 
we investigate the possibilities for H r\ Ha, 01 an involution in G. Here, 
we use the fact that H n Ha 3 C’,(a) 2 K, K some minimal D-relative in 
H. If there exists c some involution in K - Z(K), we let p = OLC, and then 
let fi replace 01. We get Ha = Ha and C&3) contains a minimal D-relative 
different from K. We repeat this last step to “saturate” H n Ho with 
D-relatives. 
The notation we use is that of [S], and otherwise of [3]. Let W be a non- 
trivial elementary abelian p-group, F a subfield of End(W). End( IV, F) 
denotes C,,(,)(F). Th e interpretation of GL( W, F), SL( W, F), and lYL( W, F) 
is obvious. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
EXAMPLES 2.1. (1) Let G = SL(2, q), q = 2”, m > 2. G contains a 
dihedral subgroup D of order 2(q + 1). D contains q + 1 involutions, 
each of which belongs to a different &-subgroup of G. As S,(G) is abelian, 
D is 2-powerful in G. 
(2) Let G = PSL(2, p), p a prime, p 3 1 (mod 4). G has a dihedral 
subgroup D of order 2p and D is 2-powerful in G. This is a special case 
of the fact that NC(S) is 2-powerful in G, where G = PSL(2, q), q = pn, 
q = 1 (mod 4), and S an Sasubgroup of G. We prove the latter. 
N = NR(S) = SR, where R is cyclic of order (q - 1)/2 and the involution 
in R inverts every element of S. Co(a) = S for every a E S#. The involutions 
of N form one conjugate class containing q elements. The involutions of G 
form one conjugate class containing q(q + 1)/2 elements. This is so since 
Cc(a) is dihedral of order q - 1 for any involution 01 in G. Let 01, p be distinct 
involutions in N. Then, /3 = acz, for some a E S, and C’,(a) r\ C&3) is 
trivial. Since Q(U) contains (q + 1)/2 involutions, the set 
u {Cd(a) 1 01 involution in N} 
contains q((q + 1)/2) involutions; so, N is 2-powerful in G. 
LEMMA 2.2. To every involution OL in Co(b), there corresponds a permutation 
2 of 2, such that 6(-i) = --d(i) and g2 = 1. Here, & is defined by 6?(i) = j 
whenever sib commutes with (ajb)“. 
Proof. Let OL be an involution in C,(b). Let a, = a, a2 = ua. D and Da 
are 2-powerful in G. If for some integers i,j, k, aIib commutes with a,jb, azkb, 
then (~,%z,j)~ = 1, and q2 inverts @. The rest follows easily. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. Let n be a positive integer greater than two. Let 
0) = {flf’ P is a ermutation of 2, such thatf(0) = 0, 
f(-z) = -f(i), for all i, andf2 = 11. 
Letf E r(n) be such thatf(i) = --i for all i. Thisf will be denoted by - 1. 
For every f E r(n), define 
X(n,f) = {x1 , x2 j xln = x2n = (xjdci))’ = 1, for i = I,2 ,..., [n/2]}, 
to be a presentation of some group. 
Remark 2.4. In the definition of X(n,f), (x~A$~))~ = 1 implies 
(~;%;~@r)s = 1. This is so since ZC~%$~) = x,-~(‘)x;~ and A&;~@) is a con- 
jugate of ~gj(~‘x;~ by xri. W e h ave given a fuller treatment of X(n,f) in [6]. 
LEMMA 2.5. In X(n, -l), V = (xIixii 1 0 < i < n) is elementary abelian 
of order 2”-l. V is normalized by x, , and 1 X(n, -1)l = 2n-1~. 
Proof. 
= Xli(Xai+5*;5+” ) xTi = x&.$-ix”-5) xTi 
2 
= x, x2 5 i-i,;i = (xlix~~)(x2ix;-i) = Q..~~;~)(~~~~;~)~ 
Thus, V is elementary abelian of order a divisor of 2+l. Since x;~(x~~x$)x~ = 
(x~-‘x~(“-~))(x~‘x,), xl normalizes V. 
Let W be a vector space over GF(2), with basis {wl ,..., w,-~}. Let a E GL( W) 
be defined by 
a(4 = w,-1 , a(wJ = W&l + %-1 , for 1 <i<n-1. 
We claim that o(u) = 71. For, let us consider a”(wJ, where 0 < k < n 
and 1 < j < n - 1. By induction on k, we may prove that when 0 < k < n 
a”(wj) = wj-1 + wn-k , for k<j 
= %a-5 9 for k=j#n-1 
= w,-k + w,-k+i > for j < k, 
and when k = n, 
U”(Wj) = wj ) for all j. 
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Let G be the semidirect product of W by {a), where the operation of W 
is changed into product and awa-l is defined as a(w). Let a, = a and 
a2 = w,a. Then, for 1 < K < n, azk = w~w,-~+~~~. Thus, o(aJ = n. 
Let 4: X(n, -1) -+ G be induced by +(x1) = a, , and +(~a) = a, . Then, 
4 is a homomorphism onto. 
Remark 2.6. The structure of X(n, -1) was established by Coxeter 
in [l]. There, he gave a permutation representation of this group. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let n be odd, n > 3. Let 
Y={y1,yzIyln=yzn=(ylya)a=(y,iy,“)2=l,for2<i<n-l}. 
Then, if Y is nontrivial, n = 5 and Y c Alt(5). 
Proof. Suppose Y is nontrivial. Then, 
-1 
YIYZ 
-2 
= YlYZY2 
-1 -1 -8 
= Y2 Yl Ya , 
(YlYa2 = (Y;1Y;1Y;2)( YlY27 = Yi1Y;2(YlY22Yl) ral 
= Y2Yr”(Yr’Ya”Yr’) rzl = Y,1Y;3Y2”<Y,1Y;1”> 
= Yz1Y;3Y2a(Y21Y;1) Yil = Y,‘cY;3Y,“> Yl 
= Y3Yi3YlY Yl = Yi4Y14. 
If n > 5, then y;“~,~ = y;“yf, and so from (~~y;l)~ = y;;“y14 we obtain 
~2~1 = ri”r,“v and ~1 = ~2 . Consequently, (yly$ = y14 = 1, and as n 
is odd, y1 = 1; contrary to our supposition. Thus, n = 5 and (yly;l)s = 1. 
Let H = {u, v 1 us = va = (uv)” = 1). As is well known, H is a presentation 
of Alt(5). Let 4: H -+ Y be induced by +(a) = y12, d(v) = y;‘y;l. Since 
H is a simple group, 4 is an isomorphism from H onto Y. 
Remark 2.8. Let n be a prime number and let f E I’(n) be defined by 
f(i) = i-l for i # 0. Beetham proved in [2] that X(n, f) z PSL(2, p). 
In particular, 
y = (Yl 7 Y2 I Y15 = Y2 = (Y1Y212 = (Y12Y22)2 = 11 
is isomorphic to Alt(5). 
3. LOCAL &‘RUCTURE 
We set up the situation for the next two theorems. These yield Theorem 3, 
which was stated in the Introduction. 
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Let V be a vector space over GF(2) (denoted by Z,), dim(V) = m’, m’ 
finite. Let 9 = GL(V), d = End(V). Furthermore, let D = (a, b 1 agl = 
b2 = (~b)~ = l} b e a subgroup of 59 (9 is not necessarily G) such that 
I?~(&) is trivial for all i + 0 (mod n), and H = VD be the natural extension. 
LEMMA 3.1. D is 2-powerful in H z$jf m’ = 2m, and n = 2” + 1. 
Proof. Let U be a complement of C,(b) in V. Define y: U ---f [V, b] 
by y(u) = [u, b]. Since [V, b] C C,(b), and as C,(u2) is trivial, j U 1 = 
NV, bll = I C,(b)/. Th us, on letting the dimension of C,(b) be m, we get 
that ] VI = 1 C,(b)12 = 2 2m. Denote C,(b5’) by Vi , 0 < i < n. For each i, 
Vi contains 2” - 1 involutions. As Vi n Vj is trivial for i # j, (J {Vi 1 0 < 
i < n} contains (2” - 1)n involutions. Thus, D is 2-powerful in H iff 
(2~-l)n=22~-l;orn=2m+1. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let M be a subgroup of 9 such that D is a 2-powerful subgroup 
of M. Then, D is 2-powerful in VM isf C,(t) _C C,(b) for every involution 
t E C,(b). 
Proof. Let t be an involution in C,(b), and C,,(t) = V,D,, , where 
V, & V and D,, C D. We claim that D, is 2-powerful in V,,D, . For, let 
VE v,, and let x = vt. Then, x commutes with sib for some integer i. 7. 
Thus 5 (=i) commutes with azb m &f = VM/M. In other words, t and v 
commute with a’b. Consequently, as t commutes with b, we have that t 
commutes with ai, and so db E Do . 
Suppose that 1 D, 1 > 2. Then, by Lemma 3.1, as C,(a’) = 1 for all 
i + 0 (mod n), 1 V,, / = 2s”~ and j D, [ = (2”o + 1)2 for some integer 
m,, . As V, = C,(t), 2smo = j V,, ] > 1 V Ill2 = 2” and so, 2m,, > m. 
However, 27~ + 1 / 2” + 1 (this follows from D, C D) and so we have, 
2”o + 1 / (2” + 1) + (2amo - 1) = 2m(2smo-m + l), 
m0 < 2m, - m, 
and 
m, = m; in contradiction with V, # V. 
Hence, D, = (b) and V,, C C,(b). 
From now on, we assume that dim(V) = 2m, and n = 2” + 1 for some 
positive integer m. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let L be a subgroup of ‘9, maximal such that D _C L C 8, 
L involution generated, and D 2-powerful in L. Then, 
(i) C&(D) = F, F = GF(2m), 4 
(ii) L = SL( V, F). 
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Proof. We will arrive at the conclusion by a series of steps. 
Step 1. CAD) = F, F = GF(2”), D C SL( V, F). As (a) is .irreducible 
on V, K = &[a] is a field, and K = GF(2*m). Also, V = Kw for any 
z, E V-; fix such a w. Let C = C&a). Then, C = C,(K). Define $: C + K 
by q%(x) = 01, whenever xw = O(ZI. Since 4 is injective, C = K. 
The Galois group of K/Z, is cyclic of order 2m, and is generated by 
h: OL -+ o?. Define A: V --+ V by &olw) = a2v and identify x with h. (a, A> 
is a subgroup of ‘9 and h-lab = a2. Let T = P, T inverts a, thus R = 
(a, T) g D, . C,(T) = F = GF(2”), and C,(R) = F. As b inverts a, by E K. 
Since b and 7 are involution, 7 inverts bT, bT E (a), and so, R = D. Identify 7 
with b. 
Step 2. Let T be an &,-subgroup of SL(V, F) that contains b. Then, 
C,(b) = C,(T). Let w be an element of C,(b). We have, V = Fv, + Fw, , 
where wi = v and wa = aw. For every 01 E F, we may define B E GL( V, F) 
by &l> = 01, B(o,) = cq + va . T, the set of these B’s, is an Ss-subgroup 
of SL( V, F). Clearly, C,(b) = Fv, = C,(T). 
Step 3. Let N = N,(F). Then, N = lYL( V, F) = GL(V, F)(X). Let 
x EN. Then, x permutes the one-dimensional subspaces of V/F. And as 
x E 9, x induces a field automorphism on F. Thus, x is a semilinear trans- 
formation of V/F (see [5, p. 2801). The rest is clear. 
Step 4. D is 2-powerful in V GL(V, F), yet D is not 2-powerful in 
V I’L( V, F) when m is even. Let x be an involution in V GL( V, F). Then, 
x = wt, v2 = t2 = 1. As D is 2-powerful in both GL( V, F) and H, we may 
assume w # 1 # t. By Step 2 and Lemma 3.2, D is 2-powerful in V GL( V, F). 
Now, let m = 2m,. Then, (X) contains an element a of order 4. Cp(o) = F, , 
F, = GF(2mo), and C,(U) = F,, v. Since u2 = b, u normalizes T, which is 
the centralizer of b in SL(V, F). Let Cr.(u) = To ; 1 T,, 1 = 2”o. There 
exists a t E T - TO such that (t, u) g D, . Suppose D is 2-powerful in 
V SL(V, F)(U). Then, C,(ut) 2 C,(b) = C,(t). As j Cv(ut)12 > ( V 1, we 
have C,(d) = C,(t) and C,(t) C CV(u). However, 1 C,(t)\ = 2”, while 
1 C,(u)] = 2mo; an absurdity. 
Step 5. L = SL(V, F). It suffices to show L C SL(V, F). Let Vi = 
C,(a#b); and let V = {Vi j 0 < i < nj. Then, L permutes V: let x be an 
involution in L. Given an integer i, there exists another integer j such that 
(a*b)” commutes with sib. Thus, we have by Lemma 3.2, 
Viz = C,(aib)” = C,((hb)z) = C,(ajb) = V, . 
Let f= be the set of elements of 9 that permute V”, and let Lo be the kernel 
of the permutation representation of L on V. F# CL, and Lo 4 E. We 
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claim that L, = F. Let y EL, be an element of odd order inverted by b. 
The (y, b) leaves V,, invariant. This y centralizes V,, . The b is trivial on 
7 = V/V,, , and so is y; consequently, y = 1. Expressed differently, [y, b] 
is a 2-element for every y EL, . Let Z, = L,(b). Since for some positive 
integer K, the iterated commutator [y, Kb] is trivial, then, by a well-known 
theorem of Baer [4, p. 2121, b E 0,&J; that is, [L, , b] C O,(L,). But O&J 
is trivial, since its centralizer in V is D-invariant. Thus, b, and similarly 
a%, centralizes L, . Our claim is verified. Now, as L, = F#, ,? C Ng(F#) = 
rL(F, V). By Step 4, and since L is involution generated, L C SL( V, F). 
The proof of the theorem is finished. 
THEOREM 3.4. V _C O,(G). 
First we prove two lemmas. 
Recall that a D-relative in a subgroup R of G, where R 2 D, is a subgroup 
K of R whose intersection with every R-conjugate of D contains a cyclic 
subgroup of order two. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let L be. a subgroup of H (recall that H = VD) and 
suppose L is not a 2-group. The L is of type K, iff L is H-conjugate to WD, , 
where D, is a nontrivial subgroup of D, and W is a Ds-invariant proper 
subgroup of V such that D, is 2-powerful on V/W. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let K be a subgroup of H. Then, K is a minimal D-relative 
in H isf K is H-conjugate to (b)*, or is of type K, . 
Proof. Let K be a D-relative in H, let KS, be a Hall 2’-subgroup of K. 
Then, K,l is H-conjugate to a subgroup of (a). Without loss, Kg* is a sub- 
group of (a), and b E K. Thus, K = WD, , b ED, , Do c D, and W 2 V. 
For every v E V, there is an integer j such that (sib)” E K n Dv. The 
(ajb)” = a%, for some element of u of V. We claim, aj E K. Let aj # 1. 
There exists U’ E V such that a& = (aj)“‘, since C,(aj) is trivial. That 
ai E K follows, since there is w E W such that (aj)“‘” E D, . Thus, [w, ajb] E W 
and this implies that D, is 2-powerful on V/W. Let 1 Da 1 = 2m, , and 
m, # 1. Then, dim( V/ W) = k, where m, = 2” + 1. On the other hand, 
if 1 Do / = 2, then by C K, where (b)* is a minimal D-relative in H. The 
rest is direct. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let K be a subgroup of H of type K, . Then, for any involution 
a E C,(K), a: E NG( V). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, K = WD,, with D, C D. Let OL E C,(K) 
be an involution and let R = H n Ha. OL normalizes R, and R E? CR(~). 
If R n V 1 W, then D, is irreducible on V/W, and V C R. The 01 E iVo( V), 
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since V = O,(R). Suppose by way of contradiction that R n V = W. 
Then, R = (W, ai*, b), where <ai”) is a Hall 2’-subgroup of R and w E V. 
The (a,) C (u~)~~, for some w E W. As a,, commutes with w’ = [ai, VW], 
v = w follows. Thus, we have that R = WD, , Dl = (ai, b). As Dl is 
2-powerful on V/W, D, = D, . Consequently, R = C,(a) = K. On letting 
/3==ba, we get H”=Hf’, HnHfl=K and K1Cat(/3)SKz, where K, 
is some minimal D-relative in H. Consequently, K = K, , which is im- 
possible since /3 cannot centralize a, . 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Suppose v E V and v # O,(G). Then by the afore- 
mentioned theorem of Baer, v inverts y an element of G# of odd order. 
That 01 = yr~ is an involution. The 01 does not normalize V. Thus, C,(a) >_ K, 
where K is a minimal D-relative that is also a 2-group. K = (sib)” for 
some integer i. Let W = C,(db). Asy centralizes W, w $ W. Let [w, sib] = w. 
Then, w E W and yQ’* = yw. Thus, w = 1 and v E C,(a”b) = W. An 
absurdity is reached and the proof is finished. 
Remark 3.8. Let T be a 2-subgroup of G that is normalized by D. 
D’s action on T becomes simpler if D is 2”-powerful (i.e., every 2-element 
in G commutes with some involution from D). At any rate, we observe 
that if for some t E T and some integer i, tb commutes with a*b, then b 
commutes with sib modulo T, and so necessarily, ai = 1. In particular, 
if x E T, then bz = [x, b]b, with [x, b] E T. Thus, bs commutes with b. 
Let X, y E T. Then, [xy, b] = [x, b]g[y, b] and [xy, b][y, b]-1 = [x, b]v. 
Now, as [xy, b]z = [y, bla = [x, ble = 1, [xy, b][y, b] = [x, b]v and [xy, b] 
commutes with [y, b]. As x ranges over all T, then so does xy. Hence, we 
may conclude that [T, b] is abelian. In addition, from T = [T, a] C,(a) 
and P’, al !Z IIT, bl[T, 4, we get T = C,(b) C,(d), also, we get [T, a] 
has nilpotency class at most two. The following example exhibits T and a 
such that [T, a] is of class two. 
EXAMPLE 3.9. Let m be a positive integer, F = GF(2”$ W a vector 
space over F, dim(W) = 3. Let W = V + U, dim(V) = 2, dim(U) = 1. 
Furthermore, let 
K ={~I~EGL(W,F),~(U) = UandtI,= l}, 
R=(tlt~K,t(v)=V}, 
and 
Then, R s GL(V, F). S is an elementary abelian 2-group, since $??’ = 
43. 1 S / = 22m. For every OL EF, define c: S -+ S by 5(J) = $. Then, 
S is an F-space, dim,(S) = 2. Let t E R, 4 E S. Then t-l& = $; in 
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p:ticular, R normalizes S. Define 2: S --f S by i(4) = 2. Then i($$)) = 
qbt = Zi($). Thus, R induces GL(2,F) action on S. 
Let D be a dihedral subgroup of R of order 2(2” + 1), G = W(SD) 
be the natural extension. D is 2-powerful in VD, SD. Let V = Fv, + Fv, 
be such that b interchanges vr with va . 4 E S# implies 6(q) = 6 iff 
&vl + Q) = vl + u2 . Since 
4 E C,(6) implies C,(J) = C,(b), 
D is 2-powerful on WS. 
Finally let wsb be an involution with v E V and s E S. Then, s commutes 
with b, and b inverts vs. As sbbs = a, by the definition of S, s commutes 
with vb; so, (w, s, b} is a commutative set, and D is 2-powerful in G. Let 
T = WS. Clearly, [T, u] = T and T has class two. 
4. 0~0, OR D,. 
Remark 4.1. Let f and i be fixed elements of r(n) and Zn+, respectively. 
Suppose that xii and 4(i) have orders n. Then, on renaming these elements 
as yr and ys , we obtain 
X(n,f) = (yl ,yz / yin = yan = (ylhy$“‘)” = 1, for h = I,..., [n/2]}, 
where g(h) = f (hi)/f (i) for all h E 2, . We denote g by fi . Clearly, fi is a 
permutation of 2, , f,(O) = 0, and fi(l) = 1. Also, 
fi” = 1, iff f (f (hi)i/f (i)) = hf (i) 
for all h E 2, . 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let f, g E r(n) and i E 2,s. We say that f generates g 
through i iff g = fi . 
LEMMA 4.3. (i) For all positive integers n greather than two, - 1 generates 
1 through i = 1, and X(n, 1) s X(n, - 1). 
(ii) r(3) = (1, -l}, 
(iii) r(5) ={l, -1, (2, -2), (1, -I), (1,2)(-l, -2), (1, -2)(-l, 2)). 
For f # 1, -1 f generates (2, -2) through i = 1, and X(5, f) s Alt(5). 
Proof. The calculations are straightforward, and the isomorphism in 
part (iii) follows from Lemma 2.7. 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let n = 3. Suppose D + G. Then, there exists Ha subgroup 
of G such that D C H, H z Sym(4), and O,(H) C O,(G). 
Prooj. As G is involution generated and D + G, there exists an involution 
01, 01 E C(b) - N(a). By Lemmas 2.5, and 4.3, (a, aa) z Alt(4) and so, 
H E (D, D”} e Sym(4). The fact that O,(H) is contained in O,(G) follows 
from Theorem 3.4. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let G = Alt(5). Let D, Q, F be subgroups of G such that 
) D / = 10, 1 Q 1 = 6, ) F 1 = 4. Then, every minimal D-relative in G is 
conjugate to D, Q, or F, and vice versa. 
Proof. From the representation of G on the cosets of D in G, the number 
of conjugates of D that share a specific involution is exactly two. The rest 
follows easily. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let n = 5. Suppose D + G, and O,(G) is trivial. Then, 
there exists H such that H Q G, DC H, and HE Alt(5). 
The proof will be subdivided into lemmas. Henceforth, the hypothesis 
of the theorem will be assumed. Let y be an involution in C(b) - N(a). 
LEMMA 4.7. I?: = (D, 0’) = H + (z), z2 = 1. 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.2,2.7,4.3, and Theorem 3.4, H = {a, a~) E Alt(5). 
As b inverts a and ay, b induces an inner automorphism on H. The conclusion 
follows. 
From now on, we assume A +I G. 
LEMMA 4.8. The minimal D-relatives in Lf are g-conjugates of D, Q, P, 
where 0 N D, with b E Q, and P = C*(b). Also, any two distinct D-relatives w- 
in A generate R. 
Proof. Let K be a minimal D-relative in 8. Then K is a minimal D- 
relative in R = n/(z). By Lemma 4.5, R is one of three types. Now pull 
back to n and do some checking. 
LEMMA 4.9. I? = H. H n Ha = CH(or) = C,(b), for any involution 01, 
where 01 E C(b) - N(H). 
Prooj Let 01 E C(b) - N(A) be an involution. If C&(a) contains a 
nonabelian D-relative K, then let c be an involution in K - Z(K), and 
furthermore let t5 = OIC. Then, fia = Z?s and i? n flu contains two different 
minimal D-relatives. By Lemma 4.8, B n 8a = a; not possible. Then, 
CR(OL) contains CB(b). Thence, every involution in G centralizes x; so, 
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,~=landfi=H.LetR=HnH~,C~(b)=F.ThenF~Randso, 
R = F or N,(F). Suppose R = N,(F). Then R = F(t), o(t) = 3. Let 
,I E H be an involution such that ha (=v) inverts t. We claim that n does 
not normalizes H. For, otherwise, Hn = H”lAa = H, HaA = Ha, h normalizes 
R (=H n Hm), and as R is selfnormalizing in H, we get 7 E R, which is 
absurd. Let RI = H n H”. Then, RI contains (t) and since RI # H, 
RI contains Fl, a minimal D-relative 4-group centralized by 9. Thus, 
RI g Alt(4). Clearly, since (t, v) (rSym(3)) normalizes Fl and 7 centralizes 
Fl , t centralizes Fl too; this contradicts the fact that RI s Alt(4). 
Now, we assume that no subgroup of G that contains D and is isomorphic 
to Alt(5) can be normal in G. 
Contradiction 4.10. (1) By Lemma 4.3, we may represent H by letting 
a = a, = (12345), uy = a2 = (14523), b = (25)(34). Let c = (24)(35). 
Then, urc = a2 and uIus3 is an involution. u1us3 = (uIb)(Zq3). Thus, qus3 
commutes with a& Likewise, since u~~(u,~u,)u, = u;1(u13b)(bu,)ul ,
u~‘(uI%JuI commutes with & The involutions, qus3, u;~(~~u,)u, , U&J are 
different from each other. Hence, as H g Alt(5), we have 
(2) Let a, 
u,u,3u,1(u,3u,) a, = Ulb, 
u23u;1(u13u2) = bfg, 
a 3u ‘u = a b a 1 a 1. 
aI=, a22 = @za* Then we have the conjugation diagram 
Since c commutes with 01, by Lemma 4.9, 
(01 , %l> = <cl , %2> s W5). 
Therefore, by Lemma 4.3, integers i,j, k, 1 exist such that 
are involutions. 
On applying the argument of part (1) to u&, , ~l(~s&zI , qb, in 
(aI , all>, we obtain 
fz:,u,%;, = u,b, 
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provided we know that a,~:, # ~~‘(~~a~&~ . The fact that u,u~~ # u,b # 
~~~(~su$z, is easy to establish. Suppose that u+zf, = u,~u~,u~ . Then, 
and 
-i 
w41%1 = 1 = (ulufl)(u;~~ulu;;), 
uj;;iu,u;, ) 62i WQl 
are involutions. Hence, 
Thus, 
j - 2i = i, j = 3i. 
u,c(, = u;1u;1u;;2 i -1 -2i = %a1 a11 Y 
u,u;, = &u;;aql) u;,"i. 
The last equation gives us a contradiction, since two distinct Sylow 2- 
subgroups of Alt(5) have a trivial intersection. 
In a similar fashion, we obtain the equation 
k u22u12u;2 = u,b. 
(3) We derive some relations between i, j, k and 1. 
(i) Conjugating u~~u,~u~, by u;/ we get u21:ju12, an involution. 
Since f2;~u12 is an involution too, 
Similarly, 
j = 2i (mod 5). 
2 = 2k (mod 5). 
(ii) From (2), 
u23u:12u2 = 
k 2 2k u&z1 us2 . 
Therefore, 
2k -1 q2(u;. u2”) Ul” = u22u2 . 
u,uk, , ~,~a~~ are conjugates of u& , a, ur; 3 2r b c. Therefore, on inspecting y 
the previous equation, we get K $z f2i (mod 5). Thus, 
(4) Since 
k = fi (mod 5). 
ad u 2u2i k 2 2k 
11 1 11 = a22% a22 9 
u,2(u;$zf,) U12 = 
2k -2i 
a22a11 * 
481/39/‘-S 
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On conjugating this last equation by 01, we obtain 
-ki. a2 a, IS conjugate to .~cz;‘~. 
(5) We will prove that for all admissible values i, K, 
o(u;Icali) + o(u$z;2i); 
in contradiction with (4). 
On conjugating these elements by 6, we conclude that it suffices to consider 
i= 1,2. 
(i) Let k = i. Then for i = 1, by part (4), 
. . 2 -2 a;lai is conjugate to a2 a, , 
whereas 
u&z1 = (13254)(12345) = (142), 
a2 a1 2 -’ = (15342)(14253) = (13245). 
For i = 2, ~,a, and u,~u,~ are conjugate, whereas 
u,a, = (14523)(12345) = (15324), 
u22u12 = (15342)(13524) = (123). 
(ii) Let K = --i. Then for i = 1, u2u1 is conjugate to ~;~a;~, and 
for i = 2, u22u12 is conjugate to usu, . The discrepancy in the orders of the 
elements in both pairs can be seen from (i). The proof of the theorem is 
now complete. 
COROLLARY 4.11. Let Gl be a simple group, H a subgroup of Gl , H E 
Alt(5). If every involution in Gl centralizes some S2-subgroup of H, then 
H = Gl . 
Proof. Let D be a subgroup of H, D E D, . Then, D contains an involu- 
tion from every Ss-subgroup of H. The hypothesis implies D is 2-powerful 
in Gr . By Theorem 4.6, H = Gl . 
Remark 4.12. If the commutation condition in the previous corollary 
is weakened to “H is 2-powerful in G,“, then Gi may be different from H; 
for instance, let H = Alt(5), and Gr = Alt(6). 
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